C35 Coordination of Synrophasor Related Activities

C35 Paper Summary of Protection of Wind Electric Plants


C38 Guide C37.242 Guide for Synchronizing, Calibrating, and Testing of PMUs


C31 Guide C37.120 Guide for Protection System Redundancy for Power System Reliability

C36 Guide C37.249 Guide for Testing Auto Vlt Cntrl Syst in Regional Pwr Grids


C40 Tutorial Prepare a tutorial from the work of C37.247 Standards for Data Concentrators

C41 Report Investigate performance requirements for Distribution PMUs

C42 Paper Summary of C37.250 Guide for Engineering, Implementation and Management of System Integrity Protection Schemes

C43 Report Artifical Intelligence and Machine learning technologies for power system protection and control applications

C44 Paper Prepare a Summary paper for IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery Based on the Contents of the Report Prepared by the C42 WG "Modification of Commercial Fault Calculation"}

C44 Report Protection and short-circuit modeling of systems with high penetration of inverter-based resources

C46 Paper Study the drafting of a summary paper of C37.242: Guide for Synchronisation, Calibration, Testing, and Installation of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) for Power System Protection and Control

D Line Protection Subcomittee

D29 Tutorial Tutorial for Setting Impedance-Based Power Swing Relay on Transmission Lines

D30 Tutorial Application and Setting Mho/Quadrant Elements on Times

D34 Tutorial Derive Mho IEC 60255-187-3 Functional Spec for Line Current Diff Rel

D35 Report Evaluation of Transmission Line Pilot Protection Schemes

D37 Report Impact of Series Compensation on Transmission Line Protection

D38 Report Impact of High SW on Line Relaying


D42 Guide C37.113 Revise C37.113 (Transmission Line Guide)

D43 Report Update PSRC Report "Effect of DI on Protective Relaying"

D44 Guide C37.114 Investigate Need to Review C37.114 (Fault Location Guide)

D45 Report Reduction of Forest Fire Hazard

D46 Paper Summary paper on C37.230 Guide for Protective Relaying Appl to Distribution Lines


D48 Paper Study the drafting of a summary paper of C37.242: Guide for Synchronisation, Calibration, Testing, and Installation of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) for Power System Protection and Control

H Relaying Communications and Control Subcommittee

H16 Paper Application Testing of IEC 61850 based Systems

H17 Report Establishing Links between COMTRADE, IEC 61850, and CIM Based Systems

H22 Guide C37.249 Guide for Cyber Security for Protection Related Data Files

H27 Standard C37.251 File format for IED configuration Data (COMNET)

H30 Report IEC 61850 User Feedback

H31 Report Common Protection & Control parameters for COMNET

H40 Practice C17.1.2 Databases Used in Utility Automation Systems

H41 Standard H46 Communication Delivery Time Performance Requirements

H44 Guide C10.30.101.1 Monitoring & Diag IEC-61850 GOOSE and Sampled Values Based Systems

H45 Guide C17.300 Guide for Centralized Protection & Control (CPC) Systems within a Substation

H46 Practice C17.1.3 HMU used in Substation Automation Systems
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